European Consulting
Architecture & Engineering
Services

We love
the challenge!
Our goal is to transform the
Way the World Designs, Builds
and Operates Infrastructures
and Buildings.
Architects, engineers, contractors, owners, occupiers, real
estate professionals, facility
managers involved in the building life-cycle are using tools
and processes that aren’t set up
to an integrative environment
– challenging communication
and collaboration.
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WE

Count on us!

DESIGN
CONTROL
SIMULATE
MANAGE

To Know More
Contact us to establish how can we work either as a complete
group or joining your team to contribute to achieve your goal
with our proved experience and knowledge.

npires@iberd.eu
M. +34 618 235 874
M. +351 968 664 854
iberd.eu

YOUR

IDEA
PROJECT
BUILDING
BUSINESS
TIME

IberD believes all those processes and tools should be oriented toward a common goal.

Transforming the way
architecture, engineering
and construction work.
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WE DESIGN

WE MANAGE

WE SIMULATE

From the beginning, with you...

Control every aspects of your buildings

Analisys, Modeling, Digital Mockup

We will manage the complexities across the design-build-operate of
a building life-cycle for it to become easier and smarter.

During the all-encompassing Build phase we intend to ensure a
timely, transparent workflow across all the processes.

IberD gathers your unique objectives, culture and ressources to
purpose an optimized aproach to your final design, supported by
integrative technologies handled by a team of experts and experienced professionals.

IberD empowers your ideas with effective project and cost management capabilities that maximize productivity and efficiency, while
reducing risk and budget uncertainty.

Nowadays, the construction industry is shifting towards the use of
digital tools for creating, combining, managing and distributing
highly detailed, accurate and information-rich models of all structures and all materials.

This is our journey, together.

For every project we have a way

Your idea, our help
In the Design phase, we may join architects, engineers, contractors
and owners to work together bridging the design-build gap, by
unifying project knowledge with flexible, constructible models that
endure across a project’s lifecycle and teams—and enabling designers to easily and quickly adapt design choices and make informed
decisions in a dynamic project landscape.

Real estate owners, occupiers and investors must continue to
maximize efficiencies during the Operate phase when the building
is handed over to the property and facility management team. Following construction, real estate management represent the greatest
cost during the life of a building.
IberD empowers your team to plan, manage, analyze and optimize
buildings, workspaces, and assets more efficiently and cost effectively while making workforces more productive.

The software interfaces combine solutions with manufacturing,
allowing the users to achieve efficient and error-free collaboration.
It gives professionals the power to analyze and design buildings
efficiently and profitably, automating repetitive calculations and
simulations.

Virtual Design and Construction
Used for much more than visualization, extends the basic
3D model with constructability analysis and coordination, quantity takeoff, 4D location-based scheduling
and production control, and 5D estimating.

Our focus is to deliver high quality
standards solutions for your project
gathering a wide range of experts.
We aim to integrate your ideas and
goals with modern architecture and
engineering supported by all lifecycle collaborative technologies.
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